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Abstract16

Neuroimaging cognitive study of aging requires simple tasks ensuring a high rate of correct performances even in stressful neurophysi-
ological settings. Here two simple delayed choice reaction time tasks were used to unveil event-related desynchronization (ERD) of theta
(4–6 Hz) and alpha (6–12 Hz) electroencephalographic rhythms across normal aging. In the first condition, a cue stimulus (one bit) was
memorized along a brief delay period (3.5–5.5 s). The explicit demand was visuo-spatial, but the retention could be also based on phono-
logical and somatomotor coding. In the second condition, the cue stimulus remained available along the delay period. Correct performances
were higher than 95% in both groups and tasks, although they were significantly better in young than elderly subjects (P < 0.03). During the
delay period, theta and alpha ERD accompanying correct responses were recognized in the two groups, the alpha ERD being stronger and
prolonged during the memory than non-memory task. On the other hand, the fronto-parietal theta and parietal alpha ERD were stronger in
young than elderly subjects during both tasks. Notably, the frontal alpha ERD was negligible in elderly subjects. In conclusion, the present
simple tasks unveiled in elderly compared to young subjects (i) a weaker involvement of (para)hippocampal-cortical circuits as revealed
by theta ERD and (ii) a weaker involvement of “executive” thalamo-cortical circuits as revealed by frontal alpha ERD. These effects might
worsen behavioral performances to the simple cognitive tasks with age. The present protocol is promising for the neuroimaging study of
pathological aging.
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1. Introduction33

Normal aging is accompanied by a slower information34

processing and by a decline of short-term memory (STM;35

[1]), which would be reflected in the “on-line” retention or36

manipulation of information[2–6]. The normal aging also37

affects the spatial pattern of fronto-parietal cortical activity,38

as revealed by a previous study on electroencephalographic39

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.:+39-06-49910917;
fax: +39-06-49910989.

E-mail address: claudio.babiloni@uniroma1.it (C. Babiloni).
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(EEG) rhythms[7]. In that study, subjects performed easy40

and difficult versions of a spatial “matched-to-sample” task.41

In the easy version, the subjects matched the current let-42

ter position with a prefixed position. In the difficult version43

(“n-back” variant), the current letter position was matched44

with that cued two trials back (i.e. continuous updating). As45

a striking result, young but not elderly subjects displayed an46

increase of the frontal midline theta rhythm (about 4–7 Hz)47

proportional to the memory load. Indeed, the theta power48

typically increases during mental efforts, possibly as an ef-49

fect of a fronto-hippocampal drive[7–10]. 50

As another evidence of that study[7], young adults 51

showed a parallel decrease of the parietal alpha power52

1 0166-4328/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
2 doi:10.1016/j.bbr.2003.12.012
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(about 8–12 Hz) as a function of the memory load. In elderly53

subjects, the decrement of the alpha power also involved54

the frontal regions. These results unveiled that normal ag-55

ing affected the alpha power during heavy memory loads,56

possibly due to a thalamo-cortical desynchronizing drive57

recruiting cortical neuronal resources[8–11].58

With respect to “match-to-sample” and “n-back” STM59

tasks, the delayed reaction time tasks include no on-line60

probe stimulus to be matched with the memorized cue61

[12–15]. Subject has to retain an association of cue62

stimulus-motor response along a brief delay period ending63

with a go stimulus. Thanks to its simplicity, the delayed re-64

action time task has been successfully used for the study of65

cognitive processes in Schizophrenia and aging[14,16–18].66

Cortical EEG rhythms during delayed reaction time tasks67

have been recently explored in young but not elderly sub-68

jects[19,20]. During the delay period of a Go/Nogo task, the69

fronto-parietal alpha power (8–12 Hz) gradually decreased70

[19]. In another experiment, subjects had to remember the71

spatial feature of a cue stimulus along the delay period72

[20]. Theta (4–6 Hz) and alpha (6–8 Hz) power decreased in73

fronto-parietal areas, more during the STM than control con-74

dition. These results were surprising since the theta power75

usually increases during mental effort and high memory load76

[7–10].77

Here two simple delayed reaction time tasks were used to78

unveil changes of fronto-parietal theta (4–6 Hz) and alpha79

(6–12 Hz) EEG rhythms across normal aging. In the first80

condition, a simple cue stimulus (one bit) was memorized81

along a brief delay period (3.5–5.5 s). The explicit demand82

was visuo-spatial, but the retention could be also based on83

phonological and somatomotor coding. Of note, only one84

bit of information had to be retained. In the second condi-85

tion, the cue stimulus remained available along the delay86

period. The aim was to evaluate the fronto-parietal cogni-87

tive processes (theta and alpha oscillations) during cognitive88

tasks simpler than those previously used in aging research89

[7,21,22], in the perspective of early dementia studies.90

2. Materials and methods91

2.1. Subjects92

The experiments were performed in two groups of healthy,93

right-handed (Edinburgh Inventory) volunteers. The group94

of the young adults (N young) consisted of 16 subjects with95

a mean age of 33.5 years (±1.5 standard error (S.E.); 796

females and 9 males), while the group of the elderly adults97

(N old) consisted of 16 subjects with a mean age of 66.498

years (±2.34 S.E.; 7 females and 9 males). All subjects had99

no previous history of neurological or psychiatric diseases as100

revealed by an accurate medical examination. Furthermore,101

they presented no sign of mild cognitive impairments as102

assessed by a standard neuropsychological testing. Finally,103

all subjects gave their informed written consent according to104

the declaration of Helsinki and the local institutional ethics105

committee approved general procedures. 106

2.2. Experimental tasks 107

Subjects were seated in a comfortable reclining arm-108

chair, placed in a dimly-lit, sound-damped, and electrically-109

shielded room. They kept their forearms resting on arm-110

chairs, with right index finger resting between two buttons111

spaced 6 cm each other. A computer monitor was placed in112

front of them (about 100 cm). The STM task (Fig. 1) com- 113

prised a sequence of baseline stimulus (0.7◦ cross at the 114

center of the monitor), visual warning stimulus (the cross115

was surrounded by a circle for 1 s), visual cue stimulus (two116

vertical bars large about 2◦ and height 2.5–7◦ for 2 s), delay 117

period (blank screen for 3.5–5.5 s), go stimulus (the circle118

appeared again for 1 s), and right finger movement to press119

the proper button of a custom-made device. This device had120

two large buttons distant about 10 cm each other, which121

were electronically connected to the mouse of the computer122

giving the visual stimuli. Subjects had to click left mouse123

button if the taller bar (cue stimulus) was at the left monitor124

side, whereas they had to click the right mouse button if125

the taller bar was at the right monitor side. In the no STM126

(NSTM) condition, the visual cue stimulus was delivered127

up to the go stimulus. Two trial blocks for each condition128

were pseudo-randomly intermingled (block= 50 single tri- 129

als; 2 min pause). Subjects were told in advance if the block130

was NSTM or STM. In the perspective of future dementia131

Fig. 1. Set up and experimental tasks. The experiment included two vari-
ants (conditions) of the delayed choice reaction time tasks. The sequence
of events for the condition of STM was as follows: (i) a cross at the cen-
ter of the monitor as a visual warning stimulus lasting 1 s, (ii) a couple
of vertical bars as a visual cue stimulus lasting 2 s, (iii) a blank screen
as a delay period lasting 3.5–5.5 s, (iv) a circle at the center of the mon-
itor as a go stimulus lasting 1 s, and (v) a finger movement as a motor
response. Subjects had to click either left button of a home-made device
if the taller bar was at the left monitor side or right button if the taller
bar was at the right monitor side. This device had two large buttons dis-
tant about 10 cm each other, which were electronically connected to the
mouse of the computer giving the visual stimuli. Compared to the STM
task, the condition with no memory load (NSTM) had visual cue stimuli
lasting up to the go stimulus.

BBR 3902 1–11
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studies, subjects were free to use any memorization strategy132

including visuo-spatial imagery, somatomotor preparation,133

and mental “phonological” coding and rehearsal. Before the134

recording session, a training of about 10 min familiarized135

the subjects with the experimental apparatus and tasks.136

2.3. EEG recordings137

EEG data were recorded (0.1–60 Hz bandpass; 256 Hz138

sampling frequency) with a 46 tin electrode cap referenced139

to linked ears. The electrodes were disposed according to an140

augmented 10–20 system (Table 1) and electrode impedance141

was kept lower than 5 k�. The position of the electrodes and142

landmarks was digitized.143

Electrooculogram (0.1–60 Hz bandpass; 256 Hz sampling144

frequency) and surface electromyographic activity of bilat-145

eral extensor digitorum muscles (1–60 Hz bandpass; 256 Hz146

sampling frequency) were also collected. Electrooculogram147

monitored blinking or eye movements, whereas electromyo-148

gram monitored the voluntary movements as well as invol-149

untary mirror movements and muscle activations.150

2.4. Off-line preliminary data analysis151

Two experimenters rejected EEG single trials associated152

with wrong behavioral performance, mirror or involuntary153

finger movements (less than 5%), slight muscle activation,154

and instrumental artifacts.155

The spatial resolution of the artifact-free EEG data was156

enhanced by surface Laplacian estimation (regularized 3-D157

spline function[23,24]). The surface Laplacian estimation158

acts as a spatial filter that reduces head volume conductor159

effects and annuls electrode reference influence[23,25].160

The single trial analysis was carefully repeated on the161

Laplacian-transformed EEG data, to discard the single trials162

contaminated by residual computational artifacts. In 4 out163

of 16 subjects (2 females and 2 males) for each group, the164

number of artifact-free EEG single trials was insufficient (i.e.165

lower than 20% of the individual data set). Consequently,166

Table 1
List including 46 electrodes (augmented 10–20 system) used for the
present experiments

Electrodes

Fp1, Fp2
AF7, AFz, AF8
F7, F5, F3, F1, Fz, F2, F4, F6, F8
FC3, FCZ, FC4
T7, C5, C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4, C6, T8
TP7, CP3, CPz, CP4, TP8
P7, P5, P3, P1, Pz, P2, P4, P6, P8
PO7, POz, PO8
O1, Oz, O2

The position of the labels in the list roughly represents the position of the
corresponding electrodes over the scalp. Of note, hyphen between two
electrode labels indicates that the electrode is located halfway the two
labeled electrodes.

the EEG data of 12 subjects (5 females and 7 males) for each167

group were further considered for the final data analysis.168

For the young subjects, the mean of the individual169

artifact-free EEG data was of 82 (±12 S.E.) single trials for 170

the NSTM condition and of 68 (±10 S.E.) single trials for 171

the STM condition. For the elderly subjects, these means172

were of 63 (±7 S.E.) single trials for the NSTM condition173

and of 56 (±8 S.E.) single trials for the STM condition (no174

statistical difference;F(1, 22) = 1.46; P < 0.25). Motor 175

reaction time after the go stimulus was computed for all176

artifact-free EEG single trials. 177

2.5. Determination of individual theta and alpha bands 178

The power spectrum analysis was based on a standard179

FFT approach using Welch technique and Hanning window-180

ing function. For the determination of the individual theta181

and alpha bands, an anchor frequency was selected accord-182

ing to literature guidelines; it is called the individual alpha183

frequency (IAF) peak[26–28]. Practically, the IAF was de-184

fined as the frequency showing the higher power density in185

the 6–12 Hz spectrum. With reference to the IAF, the fre-186

quency bands of interest were as follows: theta as IAF− 6 187

to IAF − 4 Hz, alpha 1 as IAF− 4 Hz to IAF− 2 Hz, alpha 188

2 as IAF− 2 Hz to IAF, and alpha 3 as IAF to IAF+ 2 Hz 189

(Fig. 2). 190

2.6. Computation of event-related 191

desynchronization/synchronization (ERD/ERS) 192

To quantify the event-related changes of EEG power,193

we used the popular procedure called event-related desyn-194

chronization/synchronization (ERD/ERS;[29–31]). The 195

ERD/ERS of the individual theta, alpha 1, alpha 2 and alpha196

3 bands was computed as follows. Laplacian EEG time se-197

Fig. 2. Model of a typical frequency spectrum computed from EEG (or
magnetoencephalographic, MEG) data. Frequency bands of interest were
theta, alpha 1, alpha 2 and alpha 3, which were computed according
to a well-known procedure based on the detection of IAF peak (see
Section 2for further explanations).
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ries were bandpassed (Bartlett function), squared, averaged198

across 120-ms periods (to 8 samples/s), and averaged across199

all single trials. The ERD/ERS was defined as the percent-200

age decrement/increment of the power density at the “event”201

compared to a “pre-event” baseline (from−2 to −1 s).202

A spline interpolating function[32] determined the indi-203

vidual ERD/ERS values at theoretical 46 sites of augmented204

10–20 system. These electrodes were displaced over a 3-D205

head model approximating each individual head model. This206

template model was constructed based on the magnetic res-207

onance data of 152 subjects, digitized at Brain Imaging Cen-208

ter of the Montreal Neurological Institute (SPM96).209

2.7. Measurement of ERD/ERS latency and amplitude210

The latency of the ERD/ERS peaks was measured for the211

theta, alpha 1, alpha 2, and alpha 3 with respect to the ze-212

rotime, taken as the onset of the cue stimulus. The ERD213

and ERS peaks were independently recognized by two ex-214

perimenters within frontal and parietal regions of interest215

(ROIs). These ROIs included (i) F5, F3 and F1 electrodes216

for the left prefrontal region or FL, (ii) F6, F4 and F2 elec-217

trodes for the right prefrontal region or FR, (iii) C3 and C1218

for the left central region or CL, (iv) C4 and C2 for the right219

central regions or CR, (v) P5, P3 and P1 electrodes for the220

left posterior parietal region or PL, and (vi) P6, P4 and P2221

electrodes for the right posterior parietal region or PR.222

The ERD/ERS amplitude was automatically measured for223

each experimental condition at each of the 46 electrodes. The224

ROI having the maximal ERD/ERS values was considered225

as a reference for the latency of the topographical mapping.226

2.8. Statistical analysis227

Statistical comparisons were performed by ANOVA for228

repeated measures. Mauchley’s test evaluated the sphericity229

assumption and the correction of the degrees of freedom was230

made by Greenhouse-Geisser procedure. Duncan test was231

used for post hoc comparisons (P < 0.05).232

The ANOVA dependent variables for the evaluation of the233

behavior were the percent of correct responses and the type234

of errors. For the percent of correct responses, the factors235

were Group (N young, N old) and Condition (NSTM, STM).236

For the errors, the factors were Group (N young, N old),237

Condition (NSTM, STM) and Error type (Wrong responses,238

Anticipated response, Delayed response). For the movement239

reaction time, the ANOVA design comprised the factors240

Group (N young, N old) and Condition (NSTM, STM).241

For the evaluation of the ERD/ERS latency, the ANOVA242

analysis used the factors Group (N young, N old), Condition243

(NSTM, STM), and Time (peaks).244

For the evaluation of the ERD/ERS amplitude, the245

ERD/ERS values at the electrodes belonging to the same246

ROI were averaged. The mean ERD/ERS value served as247

an input for two ANOVA analyses for repeated measures.248

The ANOVA for the theta band included the factors Group249

(N young, N old), Condition (STM, STM), ROI (FL, FR,250

CL, CR, PL, PR), and Time period (peaks), while the251

ANOVA for the alpha bands included the factors Group (N252

young, N old), Condition (NSTM, STM), Band (Alpha 1,253

Alpha 2, Alpha 3), ROI (FL, FR, CL, CR, PL, PR), and Time254

period (peaks). The percent of the correct responses was255

used as covariate, to exclude that a different percentage of256

the correct responses could influence the ERD/ERS results.257

3. Results 258

3.1. Behavioral results 259

The NSTM and STM tasks were performed with a high260

amount of correct responses (>95%). ANOVA analysis261

showed a main statistical effect for Group (F(1, 22) = 262

5.37; MSe= 10.91; P < 0.03) indicating that the young263

subjects (NSTM, 97.5 ± 0.7% S.E.; STM, 97.1 ± 0.3% 264

S.E.) performed better than the elderly subjects (NSTM,265

Fig. 3. The grand average waveforms of the theta ERD during the NSTM
and STM conditions in the young (N young) and elderly (N old) sub-
jects. These waveforms refer to representative frontal, central and parietal
electrode sites.

BBR 3902 1–11
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Fig. 4. The grand average waveforms of the alpha 1, alpha 2 and alpha 3 ERD/ERS during the NSTM and STM conditions. These waveforms refer to
representative frontal, central and parietal electrode sites in the young (N young) and elderly (N old) subjects.

95.2 ± 0.7% S.E.; STM, 95.7 ± 0.9% S.E.). The ANOVA266

analysis also pointed to a statistical interaction (F(2, 44) =267

10.96; MSe= 2.22; P < 0.0001) among the factors Group268

(N young, N old), Condition (NSTM, STM) and Error269

Type (Wrong responses, Anticipated response, Delayed re-270

sponse). During the NSTM condition, the elderly subjects271

performed more anticipated responses than the young sub-272

jects did (P < 0.005). Furthermore, they performed more273

delayed responses than the young subjects did during the274

STM condition (P < 0.0005).275

The ANOVA analysis of the reaction time showed neither276

a main statistical effect for Group (P = 0.08) nor a statis-277

tical interaction between the factors Group and Condition278

(P = 0.45). On the contrary, the ANOVA results pointed279

Table 2
Mean latency (±S.E.) of theta, alpha 1, alpha 2, and alpha 3 event-ERD/ERS peaks

T1 T2

N young, mean (±S.E.) N old, mean (±S.E.) N young, mean (±S.E.) N old, mean (±S.E.)

NSTM
Theta 4477 (±280) 4166 (±233) – –
Alpha 1 2292 (±101) 2437 (±172) 4396 (±198) 3792 (±224)
Alpha 2 2479 (±219) 2229 (±117) 4145 (±264) 4000 (±306)
Alpha 3 2562 (±148) 2500 (±190) 4708 (±153) 3750 (±185)

STM
Theta 4613 (±236) 4208 (±212) – –
Alpha 1 2958 (±252) 2521 (±161) 4771 (±239) 3770 (±249)
Alpha 2 3042 (±144) 3000 (±204) 4729 (±170) 4700 (±97)
Alpha 3 2812 (±180) 3167 (±227) 4500 (±169) 4687 (±88)

These peaks refer to both STM and NSTM conditions for the young (N young) and elderly (N old) subjects. Zerotime indicates the onset of the visual
cue stimulus (i.e. two vertical bars).

to a main statistical effect for Condition (F(1, 22) = 7.67; 280

P = 0.01). In both groups, the reaction time was longer281

for the STM (547–650 ms) than NSTM (521–604 ms) con-282

dition. Of note, there was no difference in reaction time be-283

tween groups even with the statistical analysis performed in284

the NSTM and STM considered separately (P = 0.07 and 285

0.09, respectively). 286

3.2. Temporal evolution of ERD/“ERS” peaks 287

Figs. 3 and 4show the group ERD/ERS waveforms of the288

theta, alpha 1, alpha 2, and alpha 3 during the NSTM and289

STM conditions for the two groups. These waveforms re-290

fer to representative frontal, central, and parietal electrodes.291

BBR 3902 1–11
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Substantial alpha and theta ERS values were observed dur-292

ing the warning and cue periods, as a possible effect of293

the visual evoked potentials. During the period of interest294

(delay period), the theta waveforms showed a long lasting295

ERD having maximal amplitude at parietal electrodes. On296

the other hand, the alpha ERD/ERS waveforms disclosed297

an ERD peak (T1) followed by a reduced ERD or a true298

ERS peak (T2). For sake of brevity, we called “ERS” peaks299

both reduced ERD and true ERS. Both theta and alpha ERD300

values were maximal during the delay period of the STM301

condition.302

Table 2reports the mean (±S.E.) latency of the theta and303

alpha ERD/ERS during the delay period. The only statistical304

difference was that the alpha ERD/ERS peak was later for the305

young than elderly subjects (main effect Group,F(1, 22) =306

5.14; P < 0.03).307

3.3. Spatial distribution of ERD/“ERS” peaks308

Figs. 5 and 6illustrate the topographical maps of the theta309

and alpha ERD/“ERS” peaks during the delay period. The310

theta ERD peak was widely distributed over the scalp, the311

amplitude being stronger in the young than elderly subjects.312

On the other hand, the alpha ERD (time 1, T1) was maxi-313

mum in bilateral central and parietal areas in both groups.314

This central-parietal alpha ERD was stronger in young than315

elderly subjects. Topographically, it was preponderant on the316

left hemisphere in young subjects and more bilaterally repre-317

Fig. 6. Three-dimensional color maps of group alpha 1, alpha 2 and alpha 3 ERD peak (T1) and ERS peak (T2) during the delay period during the
NSTM and STM conditions in the young (N young) and elderly (N old) subjects. The data refer to those illustrated inFig. 4 and the color scale is as
in Fig. 5. The maximal ERD/ERS values were±36% for the alpha 1,±45% for the alpha 2, and±42% for the alpha 3.

Fig. 5. Three-dimensional color maps of the theta ERD peak during the
delay period of the NSTM and the STM conditions in the young (N
young) and elderly (N old) subjects. The data refer to those illustrated
in Fig. 3. Color scale: maximum ERD and ERS are coded in white and
violet, respectively. The maximal (%) value of the ERD/ERS is reported.

sented in elderly subjects. Furthermore, a frontal alpha ERD318

was recognized especially in the young subjects. Afterwards319

(time 2, T2), the ERD values reduced over the whole scalp in320

both groups. Finally, the alpha central-parietal “ERS” (time321

2, T2) was stronger in the elderly than young subjects. 322

BBR 3902 1–11
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Fig. 7. Means across subjects (±S.E.) of the ERD/ERS amplitude as provided by the ANOVA design. In particular, these means refer to a statistical
interaction among the factors Group (N young, N old), Region of interest (left frontal, right frontal, left central, right central, left parietal, right parietal),
and Time period (ERD peak or T1, “ERS” peak or T2). The results of Duncan post hoc testing are indicated by asterisks.

3.4. Statistical analysis of ERD/“ERS”323

The first ANCOVA analysis (percentage of correct re-324

sponses as a covariate) pointed to a stronger theta ERD peak325

(delay period) in the young than elderly subjects (main ef-326

fect Group,F(1, 20) = 5.75; MSe= 1500;P < 0.03).327

The second ANCOVA analysis (percentage of correct re-328

sponses as a covariate) for the alpha ERD/“ERS” peaks329

(delay period) showed a statistical interaction (F(5, 110) =330

2.23; MSe= 424; P < 0.05) among the factors Group (N331

young, N old), ROI (FL, FR, CR, CL, PL, PR) and Time332

(T1 at ERD peak, T2 at “ERS” peak).Fig. 7 illustrates the333

means (±S.E.) of the ERD/“ERS” representing these sta-334

tistical results. Duncan post hoc testing of this interaction335

indicated that the ERD peak (T1) was stronger in the young336

than elderly subjects in left frontal (P < 0.02), right frontal337

(P < 0.0003), left central (P < 0.002), and left parietal338

(P < 0.02). Instead, the “ERS” peak (T2) was stronger in339

the elderly than young subjects in right frontal (P < 0.0002),340

left central (P < 0.006), right central (P < 0.02) and left341

parietal (P < 0.00002) areas. Concerning the hemispherical342

alpha ERD asymmetry shown inFig. 6, young subjects pre-343

sented an alpha ERD peak (T1) stronger in left than right344

central area (P < 0.0001) and in left than right parietal area345

(P < 0.006). On the contrary, the alpha ERD peak (T1)346

showed no statistical significant difference between left and347

right central-parietal areas in the elderly subjects.348

The second ANCOVA analysis also pointed to a statistical349

interaction (F(2, 44) = 3.95; MSe = 688; P < 0.025)350

among the factors Condition (NSTM, STM), Band (Alpha351

1, Alpha 2, Alpha 3), and Time (T1 or ERD peak, T2 or352

ERS peak). Duncan post hoc indicated that, regardless the353

subject group, the ERD peak (T1) was stronger during the354

STM than NSTM condition at alpha 2 (P < 0.02) and alpha355

3 (P < 0.05). Finally, the amplitude of the ERD values at356

“ERS” peak (T2) was stronger during the STM than NSTM357

condition at alpha 1 (P < 0.002).358

As a control, two ANOVA analyses demonstrated that the359

above findings were not due to a different baseline band360

power of the theta and alpha bands.361

4. Discussion 362

4.1. Methodological remarks 363

Here young and elderly adults were given very simple364

variants of the delayed reaction time task in which only one365

bit of information had to be retained for few seconds. The366

rationale for a so simple cognitive demand is that the neuro-367

physiological study in normal or pathological aging must be368

based on short and simple paradigms, in order to avoid fa-369

tigue/distraction and to maximize the correct responses. In-370

deed, several trials with correct performances are necessary371

for an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio of the neurophysio-372

logical signal. 373

In the present study, brain rhythms were investigated by374

the topographical mapping of the theta and alpha ERD/ERS.375

The procedure required no computational assumption such376

as the number of equivalent dipoles or regularization param-377

eters[33] and was successfully applied in prior investiga-378

tions[7,10,34–39]. As a limitation, ERD/ERS sources must379

be inferred with caution based on the topographical map-380

ping. For example, surface Laplacian maxima could not fit381

the corresponding tangential cortical sources[23,32]. Here 382

we accounted for such a limitation considering wide scalp383

frontal and parietal regions of interest. The Laplacian esti-384

mates at these regions could be roughly ascribed to under-385

lying prefrontal and posterior parietal areas. 386

Here the determination of the individual theta and al-387

pha bands followed the influential guidelines by Klimesch’s388

group[26–28]. That approach has provided a body of evi-389

dence that the analysis of individual EEG frequency bands390

can disclose invaluable information on brain rhythmicity be-391

yond standard definition of theta at 4–7 Hz and alpha at392

8–12 Hz[27,40,41]. 393

The present experimental design did not include any ex-394

perimental manipulation to dissociate (i) visuo-spatial versus395

linguistic features of the cue stimulus[42,43], (ii) the reten- 396

tion process versus the selection of the memorized item for397

the motor response[44,45], and (iii) the effects of the differ- 398

ent visual stimulations during the delay periods of the STM399
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(blank screen) versus NSTM (cue stimulus on the screen)400

conditions[34].401

4.2. Normal aging affected behavioral performances402

Young and elderly subjects performed the two delayed403

choice reaction time tasks with more than 95% of correct404

performances. A so high percentage is ideal for the study of405

brain rhythms, which requires a lot of EEG epochs associ-406

ated with correct performances. Therefore, the present tasks407

could be used for neuroimaging cognitive studies in mild408

dementia.409

Despite the globally good rate of correct responses, the410

two tasks were performed significantly better by the young411

(97.5%) than elderly (95.5%) subjects. In addition, the el-412

derly subjects performed significantly more anticipated re-413

sponses during the NSTM condition (as impulsive behavior)414

and more delayed responses during the STM condition (as a415

slowing of decisional and visuo-motor processes). This fits416

the known decline of correct cognitive performances across417

normal aging[7,46–50].418

In this study, the normal aging did not affect motor re-419

action time, possibly due to the extreme task simplicity.420

In previous studies, more complex cognitive tasks using421

“match-to-sample” and “n-back” paradigms have unveiled422

a general slowing of cognitive processing and reaction time423

in elderly subjects, possibly due to the fact that decisional424

and visuo-motor processes were concentrated after the go425

stimuli [7,51].426

4.3. Normal aging affected theta ERD427

A widely distributed theta ERD was observed during the428

delay period of the two conditions (STM and NSTM). No-429

tably, its amplitude was greater in the young than elderly430

subjects. Noteworthy, this theta ERD difference occurred re-431

gardless the slightly different behavioral performances be-432

tween the two groups (i.e. better in the young than el-433

derly subjects), which was used as a covariate in the sta-434

tistical evaluation of the theta ERD. These results extend435

prior EEG evidence in young adults engaged in delayed436

tasks with a low memory load[20]. Furthermore, the re-437

sults complement previous EEG evidence showing enlarged438

theta rhythms during “n-back” tasks with heavy memory439

loads[7,9,10]. Notably, the increment of the cortical theta440

is generally associated with the involvement of reciprocal441

cortico-(para)hippocampal loops during mental effort and442

memory workload[20,52–56]. In the same line, a reasonable443

view is that the decrement of the cortical theta reflects an in-444

hibitory information processing throughout these loops. Ac-445

cording to this view, the normal aging would be related to a446

less efficient inhibition of hippocampal-cortical circuits dur-447

ing simple cognitive tasks. An intriguing speculation is that448

cortical theta oscillations characterize the selective memo-449

rization processes as induced by delayed reaction time[20]450

respect to the massive memorization processes as induced451

by “n-back” tasks[7,9,10]. This speculation merits to be452

experimentally tested manipulating the amount and type of453

STM paradigms. 454

4.4. Normal aging affected alpha ERD 455

During the early phase of the delay period, a bilat-456

eral alpha ERD was recognized in the two groups. The457

central-parietal alpha ERD was stronger in young than458

elderly subjects, regardless the STM or NSTM condition459

and the percentage of the correct performances used as a460

covariate in the statistical evaluation of the alpha ERD.461

Notably, the frontal alpha ERD was marked in young but462

not in elderly subjects. Indeed, the elderly subjects would463

rely mainly on visuo-spatial and sensorimotor abilities of464

central-parietal areas. Instead, the young adults would allo-465

cate more computational resources as revealed by the alpha466

ERD amplitude, especially in terms of the executive/control467

abilities of prefrontal areas. Even with simple cognitive468

demands, this could ensure to young subjects more correct469

responses, less “impulsive” responses, less delayed re-470

sponses, and more prolonged cortical processing during the471

delay period (prolonged alpha ERD). The present results472

agree with previous evidence demonstrating less intense473

cortical responses to cognitive demands with age[57–61]. 474

In particular, it has been repeatedly shown that alpha ERD475

topography is larger in young than elderly subjects involved476

in cognitive tasks[62,63]. On the other hand, the present477

results complement previous evidence showing an increase478

of the frontal alpha ERD in elderly subjects engaged in479

“n-back” tasks, which are much more demanding than the480

current ones[7]. 481

During the late phase of the delay period, the central-482

parietal alpha ERD recovered much more in elderly than483

young subjects. This substantiates the explanation of the484

early alpha ERD, namely a more intense cortical informa-485

tion processing in young than elderly subjects. However, it486

should be made clear that the physiological mechanisms at487

the basis of that recovery is unclear based on the present488

data. Indeed, the second phase of the delay period was char-489

acterized by absolute ERS values or just a reduction of490

the ERD not reaching absolute ERS values. Therefore, it491

is not possible here to explain the alpha recovery in terms492

of active inhibition or removal of excitatory drive associ-493

ated with GABA-ergic and glutamate-ergic processes, re-494

spectively. This issue should be addressed by future studies495

combining EEG data with those of paired transcranial mag-496

netic stimulations according to a previous fruitful method-497

ological approach[64–68]. 498

The present alpha ERD could not dissociate the two main499

processes occurring during the delay period, namely the re-500

tention of the cue stimulus and the motor preparation[44]. 501

Therefore, the influence of the motor preparation on the502

present results is an open issue to be addressed in future stud-503

ies. At the present stage of research, we have reasons against504

and in favour of an important role of the motor processes505
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in the present results. “Against” reasons are the following.506

First of all, the motor preparation was paired for the NSTM507

and STM conditions, in which the time intervals, go stimu-508

lus, and motor demands were identical. Secondly, the delay509

period between the cue and go stimuli varied trial-by-trial510

(3.5–5.5 s), to discourage a pre-stimulus motor preparation.511

Thirdly, the alpha ERD did not progressively increase dur-512

ing the delay period as expected for a pure motor process.513

Indeed, the typical trend of the motor preparation is a pro-514

gressive increase of the alpha ERD up to the movement ex-515

ecution[11,69]. On the other hand, the reason in favour of a516

role of the “motor process” is based on the strong alpha ERD517

in the central regions overlying sensorimotor areas for both518

young and elderly subjects. In particular, the central-parietal519

alpha ERD was prominent in the hemisphere contralateral520

to the movement in young but not in elderly subjects. This521

result is consistent with previous evidence of a less selec-522

tive involvement of sensorimotor cortical networks with age523

[37,64,70,71].524

In both groups, there was a stronger (6–12 Hz) and pro-525

longed (6–8 Hz) alpha ERD during the STM than NSTM526

condition. According to the current view on brain rhythmic-527

ity, the low-band (6–10 Hz) and high-band (10–12 Hz) al-528

pha ERD would indicate the prevalence of attentional and529

task-specific retention processes, respectively[11,27]. These530

findings integrate previous reports on the different modu-531

lation of low- and high-band alpha in young subjects, as a532

function of attentional cues, memory load, and intellectual533

ability [7,9–11,27,34].534

4.5. Delayed choice reaction time and “working535

memory”536

An open issue of the present study is whether the delayed537

choice reaction time paradigm can test “working memory”538

functions typically probed by “delayed match-to-sample”539

and “n-back” paradigms. Human “working memory” func-540

tions encompass (i) selective attention to current episodes,541

(ii) storage and rehearsal of visuo-spatial and phonologi-542

cal information, and (iii) active “executive” processes such543

as information manipulation and motor selection/inhibition544

[72,73]. During the delayed choice reaction time task, sub-545

jects retain one out of two possible responses (“left” or546

“right” side) and operate mild “executive” processes such as547

to refrain from impulse acts and to avoid proactive interfer-548

ence effects across trials. Of note, a recent EEG study con-549

sidered the delayed reaction time task as probing “working550

memory” [20].551

5. Conclusions552

This high-resolution EEG study evaluated fronto-parietal553

cognitive processing along normal aging using two very sim-554

ple delayed choice reaction time tasks (STM and NSTM).555

Correct performances were higher than 95% in both groups556

and tasks, although they were significantly better in young557

than elderly subjects (P < 0.03). During the delay period,558

theta and alpha ERD accompanying correct responses were559

recognized in the two groups, the alpha ERD being stronger560

and prolonged during the memory than non-memory task.561

On the other hand, the fronto-parietal theta and parietal al-562

pha ERD were stronger in young than elderly subjects dur-563

ing both tasks. Notably, the frontal alpha ERD was neg-564

ligible in elderly subjects. On the whole, the present sim-565

ple tasks unveiled in elderly subjects (i) a weaker involve-566

ment of (para)hippocampal-cortical circuits as revealed by567

theta ERD and (ii) a weaker involvement of “executive”568

thalamo-cortical circuits as revealed by frontal alpha ERD.569

These effects might worsen behavioral performances to the570

simple cognitive tasks with age. The present protocol is571

promising for the neuroimaging study of pathological aging.572
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